Ensure you have the contact details for the DANFORD COLLEGE:

Address: Basement 416-420 Collins Street, Melbourne, 3000

Telephone: + 61 3 9642 1667, Mobile: 0433458394 (Monday-Friday 8.30 am – 5.00 pm)

Emergency Contact: Vikas Wadhwa Email: vikas@danford.edu.au

Pack a Document Folder in your hand luggage.

Ensure you leave a copy of your Visa, Passport and important documents with your family.

Do you require transport from the airport? If so, please complete the ‘Airport Reception’ Booking Form.

Do you require temporary accommodation? If so, please complete the ‘Temporary Accommodation’ Booking Form. Ensure that you carefully read the application form and conditions.

Plan to bring AUD $200 – AUD $300 as cash for immediate use.

Consider pre-opening a Bank Account and transfer funds into it, or alternatively, consider using Traveller’s Cheques AUD $1500 – AUD $2000 as set-up costs.

Check Baggage Limits.

Check Customs and Quarantine Regulations

If bringing a computer, check if it is tax deductible and ensure it is part of your accompanied luggage.

Ensure electrical items have compatible voltage with Australia.

Pack some photographs, favourite music, recipes or other favourite items.

Consider bringing some basic household items, such as cooking utensils or bedlinen.

Consider having a health check with an optometrist or dentist, as these practitioners can be expensive in Australia.

Check if your mobile phone is compatible with Australian networks.

Confirmation of Enrolment (CoE) issued by Danford College

OHSC confirmation letter

If you are travelling with your spouse or children include marriage and birth certificates and/or children’s immunisation and school records